Care Packages for your student

All include a card with a message. The day before an Email will be sent to your student letting them know that they have a package in the Café.

Payment: This can be charged to their meal plan card or you can use a credit card by phone [651] 361-3471. We appreciate as much notice as possible.

Happy Birthday!

- Birthday Cakes [half sheet or 8 inch round] Vanilla or Marble with vanilla icing. Include a personal message to be written on the cake [requires 2 day notice]. $21.95
- The Giant Cookie [chocolate chunk] 13” [suggestive serving 8 – 10] $18.50

Exam Survival Pack –


Get Well Pack-

- MSCM Mug, Tissues, House-made Soup [chicken noodle or vegetable], crackers, cough drops, a thermometer [2] apples, orange juice, & Bottled water. $26.50